When exposed to adverse conditions well in excess of those that might typically be found on Earth, many extremophilic microorganisms-such as (single-celled) halophilic archaea, which thrive in high concentrations of salt-initiate a variety of repair mechanisms that enable them to flourish. 1 These processes may include correction of errors in their DNA caused by irradiation and strengthening of a radiation-protection shield.
The genes associated with these responses possess features that allow the organism to tolerate and evolve in extreme environments. A range of methods have recently been used to describe the nucleotide content and structure of repair-gene sequences of terrestrial bacteria and archaea. 2 The resulting analyses may cast light on the adaptability of extremophiles equipped with similar repair mechanisms in extraterrestrial environments. Mars provides one environment that may sustain halophiles, since the salt content of the soils would allow them access to the minerals needed for protection from UV exposure. Therefore, we studied the nucleotide sequences of several DNA repair genes of Halobacterium sp. NRC-1 to characterize their functionality and potentially detect evidence of possible selection pressure. We computed several measures that have been shown to correlate with functionality, including sequence-fluctuation fractal dimension, sequence Shannon dinucleotide entropy, and CpG (cytosine-phosphate-guanine) pair frequency. 3, 4 We can measure the complexity of a series using fractaldimension analysis. 5 The technique is based on Higuchi's algorithm, which compares relative changes in a sequence as a function of scale (see Figure 1) . The atomic-number equivalent of each nucleotide is used to generate the numerical series necessary to calculate the fractal dimension. Shannon entropy reflects the level of functional constraints acting on the gene 6 and is used as a measure of sequence variability. CpG pair frequencies are statistical measures that reflect levels of gene regulation. We observed correlations among these three measures in the Halobacterium repair genes, suggesting that their sequences have been under selection pressure and can adjust their functionality (see Figures 2 and 3 ). For instance, we found that the fractal dimensions of the Halobacterium repair genes were relatively high and comparable to those of radiation-resistant Deinococcus radiodurans. Overall, our study supports the use of fractal dimension, Shannon di-nucleotide entropy, and CpG fraction in assessing a microorganism's viability in extreme environments.
By testing these correlations among the repair genes of Halobacterium and other terrestrial extremophiles, we may discover the genetic machinery required for adaptation in harsh environments such as that on Mars. Our results could help Continued on next page guide development of detection methods such as chiral spectropolarization of biomolecules 7 and Raman spectroscopy of the carotenoid compounds. 8 Archaea containing similar genes as Earth's radiation-hardened halophiles may have existed on early Mars and may still be present below its surface. Direct evidence may be found in the salt-rich soils on Mars.
We are currently working to extend our characterization to as many extremophiles as possible to observe trends in highly specialized DNA, including ongoing analysis of psychrophilic methanogens such as Methanococcoides burtonii and Methanosarcina barkeri. In the long term, we seek to include more bioinformatic measures into a powerful multidimensional DNA classification. In addition, we are researching these and other characteristics for possible use in making determination of a DNA segment's biological function ab initio. 
